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Heat Review
Heat is a form of energy, the kinetic energy of molecules jumping around. The
temperature of an object is the average kinetic energy of its molecules. So,
depending on the mass and heat capacity of an object, a certain temperature might mean totally different
amounts of total energy.

Heat energy tends to transfer from objects with higher temperature to those with lower temperature; this
happens more faster if the barrier between the objects is a good conductor, and more slowly if there it is a
bad conductor, otherwise known as an insulator. Heat transfer is measured as a power, the number of
Joules of heat per second being transfered.

Heat is also closely related to the idea of phases of matter. As molecules in a solid gain more kinetic energy
through heat, they reach a point where they are able to break their bonds and start flowing around freely as
a liquid; we call this melting. When the liquid is heated more, it eventually boils, giving the molecules even
more freedom. At each of these transition points, the matter continues to take in heat, but uses it to break
molecules free rather than to raise its temperature.

. 1 Why do the insides of the windows of a bus fog up in cold, wet weather?

. 2 Explain in terms of heat physics why the ocean temperature changes very slowly, whereas a small
pond can freeze in just one cold night.

. 3 What heat-related property of objects makes metal a better choice for making radiators out of than
wood?

. 4 What is something that an animal or person in a cold climate can do to try to maintain their body
heat? Explain in terms of heat physics why this works.

. 5 What is something that an animal or person in a hot climate can do to try to keep their body from
overheating? Explain in terms of heat physics why this works.



. 6 The graph to the right shows the changing temperatures
of three objects over time.

a) Is object A gaining or losing heat energy? How can
you tell?

b) Between what two objects does heat flow most
easily? How can you tell?

c) Which of these objects probably has a very small heat capacity? Why?

. 7 I have a granite rock whose mass is 20 kg. The specific heat of granite is 300 J / kg °C.

a) What is the heat capacity of my rock?

b) If the rock cools from 35 °C to 22 °C, how much heat energy has it lost?

c) How much would the temperature of the rock change by if I were to add 42,000 J of heat energy to
it?

. 8 The temperature outside right now is about 5°C.

a) What is that in °F?

b) What is that in K?


